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Intro:
We're reaching out to developers, designers, coders, programmers, and beginners. Because we want web development be flexible. For 
example when on the go, you received a call from a client who needs a quick update on his/her website. Ok! You can't pull up the 
original document because it is located on your desktop back at your apartment, So you look to your Ipad for assistants. Open the app, 
log-in to the client's FTP,  open the document in Tagphaze, make your modifications on the site, update the document. Notify the 
client of the changes. 

Sincerely,
Jabari Logan
Visual Communication Designer
Founder of JLDS Designs

1.1 Project Background
Tagphaze is a web developing application used for building, editing, and transferring rich websites from your iOS. We're reaching out to developers, designers, 
coders, programmers, and beginners. Our mission is to create a causal workflow that gives its users a wealth of simplicity and organization so editing, 
publishing and previewing on the iOS. 

1.2 Research
 

We conducted a series of test with users introducing them to a new Web Development App named, " TagPhaze".  e goal 
was to see how non-developers and developers interact with the application on the iOS commonly known as the IPad. e task 
was indeed a simple experiment. e process consist of selecting a a couple of participants from within the building to assists us 
with the testing. e tests involved:
Interaction on the Welcoming Screen
Learning the to work with the drag and drop feature
Understanding of the app Interface

rough out the day we had 3 participants to run application in aiding us with our studies. Two of the participants were quite 
experience with using touch mobile applications on devices such as the iphone. e other participants was not, but was 
motivated to learn. e 3 users was asked to do 9 common tasks, which consist of navigating the welcome screen, opening a 
new file, interacting with the workflow in the interface, revising a file, and operating with the tab panels. e prototype was 
tested on wireframe & prototype application called Axure RP Pro version 6. So what we did is observed and ask the user a 
series of questions as they began the testing.

1.3 Analysis

User_1

" Mainly I would used the menu, but in terms of 
meaning I would click the drag and drag because its 
right there!"

is is the User's first time using a iOS application. e visual design of application appear to be a little too complex 
for the user, but the navigating of the app was pretty straightforward. e user believes the app appears to be a 
convenient and quite useful when on the go. 
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Pros
Welcome Screen
User_1 went to the file menu on 1st try.

Workflow Screen
User_1 selected the top menu.

Cons
Welcome Screen
User_1 hesitated on the welcoming screen when trying to open a file, project, and new document.

User_1 was having trouble closing out of a document.

User_1 suggestions:
✓ Believes Voice command feature would prove useful in workfow
✓ Add some annotations to the welcome screen and workflow
✓ Use icons used as menu features

User_2
"Its easy once the styling of it… making it look more 
modern. It looks like its hard to manage, but it's 
easy."
Was quite skillful in working with this particular application. Taking it that this user has worked with web building 
software before. e findings discovered from this research was interesting. e user found interaction the app to be 
easy, but find the interface to be very distracting and complicated. And find the app to be highly advance.

Pros
Welcome Screen
User_2 selected the button commands on 1st sight.

Workflow Screen
User_2 selected the top menu.

Cons
Workflow Screen
User_2 was indecisive about what to do on the application workflow.

User_2 suggestions:
✓ Make interface visual appealing
✓ Add some annotations to the welcome screen and workflow

User_3

"Touch seems to be the future now!"
Was fascinated by the DDF feature (Drag and Drop Function). e User feels like the app is convenient. at the 
DDF feature was a nice touch and very fluent. 

Pros
Welcome Screen
User_3 selected the button commands on 1st sight.

Workflow Screen
User_3 selected the Doc window instead of top menu.

Cons
Workflow Screen
User_3 felt uneasy about the guiding of the workflow

User_3 suggestions:
✓ Make interface visual appealing



✓ To add more options to simplifying the workflow

Results

Our results shows that this application is convenient, advance, and fluent. We also discovered some common issues, so we asked the users for some 
suggestions on what could be improved in the app. e most of the common issue focus on the visual appearance of the design. Research implies that we 
make the application workflow visual appealing; it will draw away confusion from the audience. Lastly, our results indicated the that even if your not 
familiar with web developing applications, Tagphaze makes it very easy to understand how to create website for new and advance users. 


